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The hydraulic
Tube-Bundle-Extractor 

Simple, like opening a bottle!

The right tools are half the job

The Hydraulic Tube-Bundle-Extractor is a self-con-

tained unit, which is easily lifted into position by 

just one crane. Power�s no problem, either, since a 

simple diesel motor is what makes the Extractor 

� ex its muscles. Yet, once in position, and clamped 

to the shell-� ange of and exchanger, the Extrac-

tor can exert a persuasive force of 50.000 kgf � 

enough to break out even the most obstinate 

tube-bundle into the open. Two trained men are 

all you need (and Peinemann will take car of the 

schooling, remember). Using the Extractor, they�ll 

be able to free most bundles in as little as 15 

minutes. If you�ve ever had to tangle with a heat 

exchanger personally, you�ll appreciate just how 

impressive that is.

The standard extractor is 8.00 m in length, and 

weighs 7 tons. It is suitable for use on all plate and 

tube heat exchangers up to 2.00 m diameter. In 

case you might need a bigger of a smaller extrac-

tor, Peinemann can also make custom made ex-

tractors to suit your needs.

Once the Extractor is suspended in position, and 

has been carefully balanced, it is clamped to the 

exchanger shell. The hydraulic pulling car is then 

moved to the forward position. The hydraulic car 

is secured to the tube-sheet, by means of 2 slings 

� tted to the pulling anchors on the side of the pull-

ing car. Now you�re ready to exercise a little pull. 

The massive hydraulic power of the car pushing 

against the shell-� ange, builds up gently but irre-

sistibly � until the bundle breaks free.

The pull hook mechanism on the pulling car com-

pletes the job of drawing the bundle out in one 

continuous stroke.

Once a bundle is resting completely on the Extrac-

tor, the load is trimmed using the special hydraulic 

balancing cylinder. Both the bundle and the Ex-

tractor can be simply lifted clear. It�s not hard to see 

that the Extractor is a tool which is equally good at 

two jobs. After you have used the Extractor to pull 

one bundle, you can also use it to push in a new 

bundle again, in minimum time. With the Extractor, 

you make valuable savings all around: *less confu-

sion *Less time *Less manpower *less risk of acci-

dents involving your people, or costly damage to 

equipment. When you�ve checked out the Extrac-

tor yourself, we think you�ll agree with Peinemann 

from Holland�

 

Peinemann from Holland wants to sell you the Hydraulic Tube-Bundle Extrac-

tor. But since this great new re� nery tool costs rather more than the standard 

bottle-opener, you might prefer to hire the equipment, until you have assessed 

it in the � eld. Peinemann can handle that too. The company is one of Holland�s 

largest plant-hire specialists. Peinemann can hire you the Hydraulic Tube-Bun-

dle-Extractor. They can also hire you some of their � eet of forklift trucks, with 

capacities from 1 to 100 tons, their mobile cranes, with capacities from 4 top 

650 tons, or their aerial platforms up to 47 meter If you want to know the nuts-

and bolts of the operation, give Peinemann a call, or drop a line. They�ll be 

happy to tell you the rest.

An equally sensible 
solution

Maximum security 
against expensive 

breakages

Making a 
double saving

Quickly pay back your 
initial investment

It isn’t just a good idea. It’s an absolute corker! 
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